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Dr. Michaelsen " has termed tlie ''EitrichterbUise:' A ttached to this

is the egg-sac or Eeceptraculum ovorutn. The interior of this eg'g-sac

is divided by trabeculse into mau)' eompartmeuf-s, in the interior of

which are eggs in all stages of development surrounded by other

germinal cells ; the structure in fact is precisely like that which is

now known to characterize so many, per'naps all the Budrihdje.

I could not, however, detect a striated membrane surrounding the

ripe ova such as that which I have described in H)jperiodrilus-.

The "Eitrichterblase" communicates on the one hand with the

short and muscular oviduct which opens on to the exterior in the

fourteenth segment as usual, and on the other with a delicate tube

which ends anteriorly in a swollen oval extremity. This latter sac

lodges the ovai-y, which is thus, as in so many Eudrilids, in direct

communication with the efferent apparatus.

It will be observed from the description of the egg-apparatus

of the present earthworm, that though generally like that of the

more highly developed Eudrilidfe, it differs in detail from that of

any other genus. As it has been hitherto customary to mark the

genera mainly by the differences in this structure, I feel justified

in making a new genus for this species from Lagos.
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I. Introductory RemarTcs.

Most of the recent writers on Geographical Distribution have

confined their attention to terrestrial mammals, or at any rate

have but casually alluded to the marine groups of that Class. On
the present occasion I wish to call your attention to some of the

1 W. Michaelsen, " Oligochseten des naturhistorischen Museums in Ham-
burg," Jb. Hamb. Wiss. Anst. viii.

- F. E. Beddai-d, " On the Structure of two new Genera of Earthworms belong-

ing to the Eudrilidse and some Eemarks on Nemertodrilus," Quart. Journ.

Micr. Sci. xxxii. n. b.
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principal facts conuected with the clistributiou over the world's

surface of the umriue or aquatic members of the Class of Mammals.

Aquatic mammals which pass their lives entirely, or for the

greater part, in the water are. of course, subject to verj' different

laws of distribution from those of the terrestrial forms. As
regards aquatic mammals, land is of course an impassable barrier to

their extension, and, subject to restrictions in certain cases, water

offers them a free passage. Just the opposite is the case with the

terrestrial mammals, to which in most cases land offers a free

passage, while seas and rivers restrain the extension of their

ranges.

The groups of aquatic mammals that are represented on the

earth's surface at the present time are three in number, viz. :

—

(1) the suborder of the Carnivora, containing the Seals and their

allies, generally called the Pinnipedia, mhich are semi-aquatic

;

(2) the Sirenia, which are mainly aquatic : and (3) the Cetacea,

which never leave the water, and are wholly aquatic. Wewill

consider briefly the principal representatives of these three groups,

following nearly the arrangement of them employed in Flower and

Lydekker's 'Alamraals, living and extinct.'

II. Distribution of Pinnipeds.

The Pinnipeds, which I will take first, comprise three distinct

families —the Otabiid.e, the Tkichechid.e, and the PHOCid.
Beginning with the Otariida' or Eared Seals, commonly kno^vn as

Sea-lions and Sea-bears, we find the greater number of the species

confined to the South Polar Ocean, where they pass most of their

time at sea, but, as is well known, resort to the land at certain

seasons for breeding purposes. In the Atlantic Ocean, so far as

I know, the Eared Seals have never been ascertained to occur

further north than the estuary of the La Plata on the American

coast, and the vicinity of the Cape on the African coast. But in

the Pacific, on the contrary, three distinct species of Oiaria are

found all over the Arctic portion of that ocean, and there is

good evidence of Eared Seals having been met with in the

Galapagos, while they still occur on the coasts of Peru and Chili.

I think therefore we may assume that Otaria was originally an

Antarctic form, but has travelled northwards along the AVest-

Amei'ican coast and is now firmly established in the North Pacific.

In a parallel way in the class of birds, the Albatrosses (Diomedea),

which are essentially a group of the Antarctic Seas, are represented

by three distinct species in the North Pacific.

The second family of the marine Carnivora, on the other hand,

the AYalruses {Trichechida), are entirely Arctic in their distri-

bution —one species {Trichechus rosmarus) being ])ecidiar to the

North Atlantic, while a second nearly allied species {T. ohesvs)

takes its place in the Northern Pacific.

The third family of Pinnipeds is more numerous and vai'ied,

both in genera and species, than the t\\ o preceding and has a more
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extended range. The Seals, Fhocidce, embracing about nine

different generic forms, are most numerous in the Arctic and

Antarctic seas, but are also feebl}' represented in some iutei'-

mediate localities. Beginning with the Xorth Atlantic, we find

several species of Phoca inhabiting various parts of this area, and

the G-rev Seal (HaKchcerus) and the Bladder-Seal {Gystopliora)

exclusively confined to it. In the North Pacific all the four true

Seals belong to the genus Phoca, and three of them are identical

with the Nortli Atlantic species ; but when we descend as far south

as the Gulf of California on the American coast we meet with a

species of Sea-elephant {Macrorhiaus) which, like Otaria, has no

doubt penetrated thus far from its ancestral abode in the Antarctic

Ocean.
Eeturning to the Central Atlantic we find two species of Seals

inhabiting these waters, both belonging to the same genus

Monachus. One of these {M. alhiventer) inhabits the Mediter-

ranean and the adjoining coasts of the Atlantic, while the other

{M. tropicalis) is in these days restricted to some of the smaller

and less known islands of the West Indies.

The Fhocidce of the Antarctic Ocean ail belong to genera

distinct from the Arctic forms and more nearly allied to Monachus,

the Seal of the Mid-Atlantic. They are of four species

belonging to as many genera : Ogniorhimis, Lohoclon, Lej^tonychotes,

and Ommatophoca. Besides these the Sea-elephant of the whalers

(Macrorhiaus) is essentially an Antarctic form, though now nearly

extinct there, after long persecution by man. But, as already

noted, it extends, or has in former days extended, far up the west

coast of America, and is still occasionally found on Santa Barbara

Island on the coast of California.

III. Distribution of Sii-eniann.

Only two forms of Sirenians are at the present time existing on

the earth's surface— the Manatee {Manatus) and Dugong {Halicore)

each representing a distinct family of the Order. The Manatee

is an inhabitant of the coasts and estuaries of both sides of the

middle Atlantic Ocean—one species {Manatus seneijalensis) occur-

ring on the African shores, and another {21. americanus) on the

S. American coast and in the Antilles. A third species (M. inunguis),

so far as we know at present, is found only in fresh water high up

the Amazons.
The Dugong (HaUcore) is distributed from East Africa, along

the shores of the Indian Ocean and its islands, to North Australia.

Three species of this genus have been established

—

Halicore

tabernaculi from the Eed Sea, II. dugong from the Indian Ocean,

and II. auMralis from Australia ; but it is doubtful how far these

forms are actually distinguishable.

Besides Mancitus and Hcdicore, a third quite distinct form of

Sirenian was formerly an inhabitant of the North Pacific. This

was Steller's Sea-cow {Bhytina stelleri), by far the largest animal of
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the group, which was exterminated by human agency about 1768.

Fortunately recent researches in Bering's Island have been

successful in supplying specimens of its skeleton for our principal

Museums, and fcSteller, its discoverer, left to posterity a good

accoimt of its habits and anatomy.

IV. Distrihutioii of Cetaceans.

Adopting the recognized division of the Cetaceans into two

Suborders, Mystacoceti and Odontoceti, according as to whether

their mouths are furnished with baleen (' whale-bone ') or teeth,

we will first consider the True or AVhalebone Whales, which

consist of a single family Balsenidae, usually divided into five

genera :

—

Balcvna, Neohaktnu, Rhachianectes, Megapteni, a.ndBalceiw-

j)tera. Of these, Balcena, Megaptera, and Bahvnoptem are almost

cosmopolitan —species of them, whether distinct or not is at

present more or less uncertain, being met witli in nearly every

pai't of the Ocean. But Rhachianectes has as yet been ascertained

to occur only in the Northern Pacific, and Ncobalcna in the South

Polar Ocean, so that we have in these cases two well-marked local

types to deal with.

The Toothed Wales (Odontoceti) are more diversified than the

preceding group, and are usually held to embrar/e at least four

existing families besides several extinct forms. The first family,

containing the Physeteridse or Sperm-Whales, consists of at least

six genera (Physcter, C'ogla, Hyperoodon, Ziphius, Mesoplodon, and

Berardius). Fhyseter and Cogia are inhabitants of the whole

oceanic area between the tropics, extending in certain localities

some way beyond them. Hyperoodon is confined to the North

Atlantic. Ziphius has an extensive range, and has been found in

nearly every part of the Ocean. Mesoplodon is also widely

distributed, but is apparently more abundant in the Southern

Hemisphere. Berardius, however, so far as we know at present, is

restricted to the South Polar Ocean.

The third family of Toothed Whales contains only the Plata-

nistida', or Fi'eshwater Dolphins, which although, in some cases,

at the present day entirely fiuviatile, must probably have descended

from oceanic forms '. The three knov\'u genera are Flatanista of the

Ganges and Indus, Inia of the river Amazons, and Pontoporia of

the river La Plata ; the last form making a connecting hnk between

the two preceding genera and the marine Dolphins.

The fourth family of Toothed AVhales, containing the Dolphins,

DeJphinida;, is very mimerous in species and embraces at least

fifteen or sixteen genera. But in spite of the efforts of Mr. True,

who has recently given us an excellent summary of our present

knowledge of them '^, both the genera and species of JJdphinidai

are still so imperfectly understood that I cannot say much about

1 Sir William Flower (" Whales, Past and rreseut," rroc. Eoy. Inst. x. p. 360,

1883) rather favours the idea of a freshwater origin of the Cetaceans.

2 See "AEeview of the Family- Delphiuida',' by Frederick W.True: Bull.

U.S. Nat. Mus. no. 3li (Washiugtou, U.S., 1889).
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their geographical distribution. Most oi: the tonus appear to be

very widely distributed, but it may be said geaerally that Dolphins

are most abundant in the inter-tropical seas and less plentiful both

to the north and south of them.

There are, hoAvever, two forms that are exclusively inhabitants

of the Xorth Atlantic. These are the very remarkable Narwhal
(2Ionodon), in which the male is furnished with a single enormous

horn-like tusk, and the Beluga or Wliite Whale {BelpTxinapti'rus),

closely allied to the Narwhal in many points of its general structure.

These may be looked upon as quite isolated forms characteristic of

the Arctic portion of the Atlantic but not known in the Pacific \

V. Division of the Marine Area of the Globe into Sea-regions.

From what has been already said, it will be evident that although

many of the Marine Mammals have a wide distriljution, others are

very definitely localized ; and a study of the latter will, I think,

enable us to divide the oceajiic portion of the globe iuto six Sea-

regions, corresponding to a certain extent with the six Land-

regions into which I proposed to separate the terrestrial portion

of the globe in 1874, and which were subsequently adopted by
Mr. Wallace in his standard work on the Geographical Distribution

of Animals. I propose to call these Sea-regions : —

•

(1) The North-Atlais'tic Sea-begiox, or Arctatlantis (Hoktos

and 'ArXav-(s=the daughter of Atlas), consisting of the northern

portion of the Atlantic down to about 40° N. lat.

(2) The Mid-Atlantic Sea-eegion, or Mesatlaxtis (fxiaos and
'

AtXui'tIs), consisting of the middle portion of the Atlantic down
to about the Tropic of Capricorn.

(3) The Indian Sea-region, or Indopelagia("Iicos and TreXayos),

containing the Indian Ocean down to about the same degree of

S. lat., and extending from the coast of Africa on the west to

Australia and the great Oriental islands on the east.

(4) The North Pacific Sea-region, or Arctirenia (upK-os

and e(|o//j'J7=pax), containing the northern portion of the Pacific

Ocean down to about the Tropic of Cancer.

(5) The Mid-Pacific Sea-region, or Mesirenia {jxiaoi and

e'lfiriiTj), containing the inter-tropical portion of the Pacific Ocean
;

and finally

(6) The Southern Sea-region, or Notopelagia (roros and
ireXayos), containing the whole of the South Polar Ocean all round
the globe south of the above-mentioned limits.

We will now proceed to consider shortly the characteristic

Mammals of these six Sea-regions.

VI, The North Atlantic Sea-region, or Arctatlantis.

Amongst the Pinnipeds two well-marked generic forms, the Grey
Seal {Halichcerus) and the Bladder-Seal (C'^s^op/iora), are exclusively

1 In a recent letter to ' Science' (1897, p. 843) Dr. Dall has pointed out

tliat this is an error. Both Mcnodon and DelpMna'pteriis occur in the North
racific— P.L.S., 4. vi. 97.
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confined to Arctatlantis. The True Seals {Phoca) and the Walrus

{Tricliechus) are found in this region and in Arctirenia ; and of

the former genus three species (P. vitnlina, P. f/r(eidandica, and

P. harhata) are actually common to both these Sea-regions, while

the Walruses (IVichcchus rosnmrus and T. ohcsus) of the two Sea-

regions are perhaps somewhat doiibtfully distinguishable. It may

be easily understood how this has come to pass, because the Seals

and Walrus may in the course of time, during unusually mild

summers, have extended themselves along the north coast of the

American continent into the Northern Pacific. But Arctirenia, as we

shall presently show, is markedly distinguishable from Arctatlautis

by the presence of Eared Seals (Otaria), which are utterly unknown

in the whole of the Atlantic area. Otaria is in fact as regards

Arctatlantis what I have called on previous occasions (see P. Z. S.

1882, p. 311) a " lipotype " of Arctatlantis, but what I now pro-

pose to designate a " lipomorph." ^

The Sirenians are entirely absent from the North Atlantic and

constitute another lipomorph of that area.

Coming to the Whales, we find the Mystacoceti well represented

in the North Atlantic by Balcena, Megaptera, and BaJcmoptera ; but

of these the two latter are almost universally distributed over the

ocean, and Balcena recurs again in the Xorth Pacific as well as in

more southern latitudes, so that there is no genus of Whalebone

Whales peculiar to Arctatlantis.

Proceeding to the Odontoceti, the case is different. Amongst the

PJiysetei-idfe, //y^xjcoof^ou is confined to Arctatlantis, and, as already

explained, two very well-marked types of the Ddph'niid<e, Delphin-

apterus and Moiwdon, are likewise exclusively denizens of the

Xorth Atlantic Ocean. Arctatlantis therefore may be said to be

well characterized by the possession of at least five genera of Marioe

Mammals not found elsewhere, viz. Ha?ichm-us, Oi/sto^diora, Hy-

peroodon, Delphi napterns, and Monodon.

VII. Tlie Mid-Atlantic Sea-region^ or Mesatlaiitis.

Mesatlantis has certainly not so many forms of Marine Mam-
mals confined to its area as Arctatlantis, but there seem to be good

oTounds for its separation. As we descend towards the tropics the

true Seals (Phocina'), which are constituted to live in colder water,

gradually fall off in number, and in Mesatlantis are no longer met

with. But in their place we find the genus Moaachus or Monk-

Seal restricted to Mesatlantis, one species (M. aJhiventer) occurring

1 On formei' occasions I have used the term " lii)otype " for a natui-cal group

which cliaracterizes a particular locality by its absence. It would, however,

perhaps be better to change the term to "lipomorph," because the term "type"

and its compounds have been generally employed in reference to the particular

specimens of a species upon which original descriptions have been based

(t/. Thomas, P, Z. S. 1893, p. 241). In the same way a natural group which

characterizes a particular country may be called a "topomorph" (roiros, loctis,

and iiop<pi], forma). Thus in Africa Giraffa and Phacochxrus would be " topo-

morphs," and Cerims and Ursus would be " lipomorphs."
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in the Mediterranean and on the North African coast, and a second

(M. tropkalis) being found in the West Indies. Mesatlantis is like-

wise the true home of the well-marked Sirenian genus Manatus,

one species of which {M. americanus) frequents the coast of

America and another {M. senegalensis) that of Africa.

As regards the Cetaceans, we are not able to say that Mesatlantis,

although well-furnished with many generic types of this Order, has

any one peculiar to it. AVe must therefore rest content with

assigning two genera of Marine Mammals, Monachus&nA.Manat'us,

as characteristic forms or toporaorphs of the Sea-Mammal-life of

Mesatlantis.

VIII. The Indian Sea-rerjion, or Indopelagia.

The Marine Caruivora, so far as we know, are entirely foreign

to Indopelagia, but the Sirenians are well represented by the

Dugong {Halicore), which pervades all ii^s northern coasts from

North Australia to India and the Eed Sea and down the African

coast to Lamu ^ Whether the species of Halicore found at different

points within this area are the same or different is still a matter of

discussion, but there can be no doubt that Halicore is an exclusive

inhabitant of Indopelagia. As regards the Whales of Indopelagia,

we know that Physeter, Cogia, and Zipliius, and numerous forms of

Delphinicla occur there, but I am not aware of any Cetacean that

is entirely restricted to this Sea-region.

IX. The North Pacific Sea-region, or Arctirenia.

As was pointed out when speaking of Arctatlantis, Arctirenia

has one genus of Phoclclie {Phoca) in common with the North

Atlantic, and three of the species of this genus appear to be actually

identical in these two Sea-regions, whilst a fourth Phoca (P.fasciata)

is only found in the North Pacific. The AValrus (Trichechus) is

again "a form of Marine Mammals common to both the great

northern Sea-regions. But the feature of Pinnipedian life that

absolutely distinguishes xirctirenia from Arctatlantis is the presence

in the former of three (if not four) well-marked species of the

Eared Seals {Otariidoi), which are absolutely unknown in the vast

extent of the Atlantic down at least to 30° S. lat.

Arctirenia has unfortunately lost its Sirenian, Steller's Sea-cow

{Rhijtina stelleri), the largest and finest modern representative of

this formerly prevalent group, which since the days of the Pleisto-

cene has greatly diminished in numbers, but I think we may still

treat Rhytina as one of the characteristic forms of the Arctirenian

Sea-region. The North Pacific is also even at the present day the

sole possessor of a remarkable genus of Whalebone Whales which

combines the long head and elongate form of Balamoptera with

the smooth skin of the throat and absence of the dorsal fin of

Balcena^. This is the Grey Whale, Ehachiaaecfes glaucus of Cope,

1 A fine specimen of the Dugong from Lamu (on the east coast of Africa, lat.

2° 50' S.). obtained by Mr. J. C. Haggard in 1885, is in the British Museum.
^ Flower and Lydekker, 'Mammals,' p. 241.
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which, iu these days, is confined to the North Pacific, and does not

range farther south than the 20th parallel in that ocean. At the

same time it should be stated that indications have been discovered

that a nearly allied form existed iu the Atlantic in previous geo-

logical ages, though this is by no means certain. Besides Rhachia-

nectes, Balcena, Mcgaptei'u, and Balcenoptera are all represented in

the North Pacific, and also many species of Delpliinidte of which
little is at present known. But Rhi/tina and Bhachiaaectes are

the only genera of Marine Mammals absolutely confined to

Arctirenia.

X. The Mid-Pacific Sea-region, or Mesirenia.

The Eared Seals, Otaria, must have necessarily passed through
Mesirenia in their passage from south to north, though the only

record of their actual presence in the central part of the Pacific

is, so far as I know, the recent discovery of them in the

Gralapagos. It should be stated, however, that Tschudi records

the orcurrence of t\^o species of Otaria on the islands of the coast

of Peru, and that in 1802 Humboldt met with an Eared Seal on
the Island of San Lorenzo, in the Bay of Callao, which is only

some 12° south of the Equator.

Like Otaria, the Sea-elephant (Macrorhinus) has apparently in

former ages travelled up the South American shores and estab-

lished itself as far north on the coast of California at about 34°

N. lat. The Californian Sea-elephant has been discriminated by
Gill as a distinct species {Macrorhinus angustirostris), but its

diff'erences from the southern form (M. leoninus) seem to be but

trifling.

As regards the Cetaceans of Mesirenia, our information is at

present very imperfect, and I have little to say except that species

of Mcgaptera, Balanioptera, Phi/seter, Cogia, and Ziphius certainly

occur there, besides many representatives of the widely spread

Deljjhinida.

XI. The Southern Polar Sea-region, or Notopelagia.

The wide ocean which surrounds the Southern Pole on every

side, and extends up to 40° S. lat., seems to present, as regards its

marine mammals, a nearly homogeneous fauna, which we will now
briefly consider. In the first place it contains representatives of

four genera of true Phocidce —Ogmorhinus, Lohodon, Leptonycliotes^,

and Ommafophoca, which are pecuhar to the southern seas, and are

quite distinct from all their northern representatives in the Arctic

Ocean. The Sea-elephant, Macrorhinus, is also a denizen of

Notopelagia, though, as we have already seen, it has wandered
north along the South American coast far into Mesirenia.

Like Macrorhinus, Otaria also, containing the group of Eared

' This generic term, established by Gill in 1872, seems to take precedence

of Pceci!oj)/toca, proposed by Flower and Lydekker for the same type (L. wed'

delli) in 1S91. Cf. Allen, North American Pinnipeds, p. 418.
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Seals, appears to have been originally an Antarctic group, and the

greater number of its species, although no\v-a-days very much
reduced in numbers, are still found in the Southern Ocean. But
the Otarice have travelled still further north than Macrorhinus, and
three, if not four, species are, as already stated, in these days well

established inhabitants of Arctirenia.

The Sirenians are absent from Notopelagia, but Cetaceans of

every kind are abundant. Besides one or more representatives
of the true Whalebone Whale (Balcma), Xotopelagia has a
smaller representative of the group (Neohalcena) entirely restricted

to its area. It has also representatives of Megaptera and Balmio-
ptera, though it is doubtful how far they are even specifically

distinct from some of their northern representatives.

Among the Toothed Whales (Odontoceti)we find a large Ziphioid

form, Berardivs, restricted to the Xotopelagian area, while Ziplims
and Mesoplodon also occur there. The Dolphins {DeJjphinidce) are
likewise numerous, and present some distinct species, bat not, so
far as our present knowledge extends, auy generic forms that do
not occur elsewhere.

But Notopelagia is sufficiently distinguished from all the five

more northern sea-regions by possessing four genera of Seals and
two of Cetaceans entirely restricted to its area.

XII. Conclusions.

It has therefore, I think, been shown that, for the Geography
of Marine Mammals, the Ocean may be conveniently divided
into six Sea-regions, which, as marked in the chart now exhibited
(Plate XXIV.), are as follows :—

I. Eegio Aectatlantica, characterized by its Seals (PJiocince),

of which two genera, Haliclinenis and Gystophora, are peculiar,
whilst Phoca is common to it and Arctirenia ; by the absence of
Sirenians ; and by the possession of three peculiar genera of
Cetaceans {Hyperoodon, Delphinapterus, and Monodon).

II. Eegio Mesatlais-tica, sole possessor of the Monk-Seal,
Monachus, amongst the Pinnipeds, and of the Sirenian genus
Manatus.

III. Eegio Indopelagica, characterized by the presence of the
Sirenian Balicore and by the absence of Pinnipeds.

IV._ Eegio Abctire^jica, with Phoca like the Eegio Ai-ct-
atlantica, but having Otaria also ; the home of the (now extinct)
Sirenian Rhytina and of the endemic Cetacean Rhachianectes

.

V. Eegio Mesieexica, without true Seals {Phocince), but having
Otaria and Macrorhinus from the south ; no Sirenian known.

VI. Eegio Xotopelagtca, characterized bv four endemic genera
of Phocidce, and by the presence of many Otarice

; without
Sirenians, but with two endemic forms of Cetaceans {Mobcdcena
and Berardius),
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In conclusion, I will call attention to some of the more remark-

able points in the general distribution of the marine Mammals
and to their apparent significance.

In the first place it is evident that the Pacific has much more in

common with the Notopelagian region than the Atlantic. Otaria

and JIaci-orhinus, quite unknown in the Atlantic, extend them-

selves to the northern extremity of the Pacific, the former per-

vading that ocean up to Bering's Straits, and the latter reaching

to the Californian coast. It follows that in former ages there must

have been some barrier in the Atlantic whicli did not exist in the

Pacific to stop their progress northwards. The only barrier I can

imagine that w^ould have efi'ected this must ha-\e been a land

uniting S. America and Africa, across which they could not travel.

Adopting this liypothesis, we have at the same time an explanation

of the presence of the Manatee on both the American and African

coasts. The Manatee could hardly live to cross the Atlantic. It

is only found close to the coast, where it browses on sea-weeds and

other vegetable food in shallow water. How did it travel from

America to Africa (or vice versa), unless there were a continuous

shore-line between them ? The same may be said of the Monk-
Seal (Monachus), of which one species lives in the Mediterranean

and on the African coast and islands and another in the "West

Indies. We can hardly believe that these creatures could easily

traverse the whole Atlantic. The hypothesis of a former barrier

of land between Africa and America, which we know is sup-

ported by other facts of distribution ', would alone explain the

difficulty.

On the other hand, in the Pacific we find no such break between

the north and south. The aquatic Mammals of Notopelagia have

evidently had free access to the whole of the Pacific for a long period

and have well availed themselves of this facility.

Again, while the great Southern Ocean exhibits a considerable

uniformity of marine Mammalian life, we see the Northern waters

di\-ided into two distinctly recognizable Eegions by the interposed

masses of land. All these facts, with the one exception of the

supposed Atlantic Barrier, would tend in favour of the now
generally accepted doctrine that the principal masses of land and

water are not of modern origin, but have existed mainly in their

present shapes throughout all ages.

TOPOMORPHSOF THE SlX SeA-BEGIONS.

I. Arctatlantis. IV. Arctirekia.

Halichcenis. Otaria.

Cystophora.
Rliytina.

Hyperoodon. Ehachianectes.

1 Cf. Wallace, Geogr. Distrib. vol. i. p. 156.
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.. Mesatlantis.

Monaclius.


